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There being no entries for the photo competition this month, here is a stunning photo of the sky
over South Yorkshire, taken by Justin Needham on the epic 100 mile BOS task.
Look at it and drool!
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Phippsy goes to Hull-and
survives!
The Yorkshire round of the British Open hang
Gliding Series is always an unpredictable one,
well some would say actually far too
predictable: wind and rain! For several years
now I have sworn never to return, but then
mixed in amongst the wind and the rain we
have had some stunning days, which are just
enough to tempt me back again and again.
This year was no different and with a dubious
forecast Daisy, Cpt. Kev and myself headed
north on the long drive, not expecting much
except beer, wine and women (sorry I meant
wind).

The “sheltered” camp site
Whilst daisy pitched his tent in the most
sheltered part of the campsite, Kev settled
into his B& B and I met up with the guys with
whom I shared a very nice “self-catering”
cottage, by self-catering I mean Sue and Tony
catering to be honest.
Day one looked like being the most promising
before the wind and rain arrived, so it was off
up the local hill, Wether Fell, where an 80k
task was set.
The wind was forecast to
increase so an early launch was the thing to
do and I was soon up and away mixing it with
the
masses
in
conditions
which
got
progressively bouncier. Getting away was a
bit tricky and cloud base was a bit low, but
when the opportunity arrived I was in good
company with Mr Rigg on my wing tip at base.
A couple of half thermals later and a bit of
indecision-no, not true-a bit of wrong decision
making in chasing Gordon rather than playing
safe, saw me in trouble and landing at 33k. To
be fair there was only a narrow slot of sky that
worked and we were just 10 minutes too
early, resulting in those in it floating overhead
and those who were behind it landing short of
me. Four made goal, three rigids and one flex
so not a disastrous day on the points front as
it turned out, and nice to be back up in the
thermals again.

That night the wind blew and the rain fell,
Daisy’s pitch selection proved good and Kev’s
B&B and my cottage proved better.
Day two and three were canned early so
socialising and walking in the rain were order
of the days.
Day four and the forecast was for it to
brighten up with the chance of setting a task
late in the day if all went to plan. Meethead
Pete Coad put his money where his mouth is,
and that’s quite a lot of money, and got us up
the hill and rigging, despite the wind being off
and the damp stuff still falling. A task was set
at 64 k and lo and behold, just before window
open time, the clouds cleared, the sun came
out and the wind came on. Conditions were
bouncy as you would expect after such a rapid
clearance and it was not long before I was
drifting over the back again in good company
with four other gliders. A super flight ensued
with good climbs to base followed by nice
glides and again good climbs. Drifting over
RAF Leeming we passed over the airspace and
over the centre of the runway making up for
last year’s misdemeanour in fine style. One
more climb and it was time to glide to goal,
but alas it was raining hard just where we
wanted to go. Not wanting to get soaked and
risk the challenge of a wet glider landing, I
hung back and let the others race off into the
gloom, figuring that being fit to fly the next
day would be a good thing.

Our hero takes to the air
Boating along behind them they disappeared
and quickly reported heavy rain over the
radios, no surprise there then. As thing eased
a little I sneaked closer along a ridge and
under a cloud , whoosh up I went, showing
120kph on the asi and still going up. A 90degree right and I popped out the side
another 90 and I was flying back towards
launch and away from goal, phew. Wham up I
go again this time a little deeper in and a little
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more worrying, thoughts of my friend Jizz’s
experience in France last year creep in, a bit
of wobbling about and I “find” a way out.
This time I manage to get further away both
horizontally and vertically before heading back
under the cloud and back on track to goal.
Suddenly bliss: the sun comes out, I cruise
into the goal cylinder, then head out to the
main road where I land tippy toed in the same
field as the rest who are still picking
themselves and their kit up out of the mud.
Result! Even if it did cost 80 points or so.
The last day and the forecast is looking good.
In fact a little too good, with the risk of heavy
over development early on, and the fact that
cumulus are already building at 08.30 backs it
up.
By the time we are rigged and ready to go the
sky is looking heavy and showers are heading
in, but based on the fact that it is very
unstable a 162k task is set to somewhere past
Hull, near to Spurn Head. The brave ones
take off before the first shower, including our
very own Big Gray A. They quickly go up and
back, amongst them Gordon Rigg and Bruce
Kavanagh, who can then be heard working
together as they head off down wind. Another
slot sees more pilots disappear and with a
little encouragement from Cpt Kev I take off
after the second shower and just miss a nice
climb that sees more hot shots get away.

A spectacular view above Hull (Justin Needham)
Suddenly another group gets high and I am
left on the hill with only one hot shot, (Tony
Stephens) for company. It takes a while, but
we climb out leaving the rest way below and
get nicely to cloud base at just the right place
and just the right time to make a good start.
Taking it easy out of the Dales is always a
good thing; it can be a long walk out if you get
it wrong. Trust me I know. We made it out
OK, if a little lower than we would have liked,
and after a bit of a grovel as we entered the
“flat lands” things got better and better.
Whilst Tony kept nearer to track, I pushed
south to give me plenty of space to get around
some airspace ahead, where a display team

were operating, and we lost contact with each
other. Next I heard of him he was passing
over the middle of York whilst I was 8km
south of him but pretty much parallel,
amazing how quickly you get spaced out.
Good climbs and regular clouds saw easy
progress towards goal although the realization
at 84k that I was only just over half way
brought in some reality to the task ahead.
The radio had gone much quieter with the
early pilots not saying much: a sure sign that
they are either on the ground or struggling.
Tony still chirped up occasionally letting our
retrieve know his progress and Justin
Needham also could be heard talking to his
retrieve so pilots were still flying. A BIG river
loomed up; surely I must be lost; Coady
would not set a goal by a river! Wish I had
studied the map a bit more.
Trust your
instruments, Phippsy, because there is nothing
else! Gliding to a nice looking cloud over a
large city I was just at the point where I’m
thinking this had better work when out of the
corner of my eye I spot a glider a 1000’ below
in search mode and by the way he is flying
something good is about to go off. Altering
course towards him he cranks up into a tight
360 and that’s all I need to see. By the time I
get to him he has climbed to my height and
we circle up together in a 7 up back to base;
nice one! It’s Justin N who had set off 30
minutes before me, and from his radio
transmission the town is Hull. I glide off,
following the river/town border hoping that
some kind of convergence may have set up
due to the predicted sea breeze, and find good
air and a nice climb over the container port.
Justin joins me there. The next bit is make or
break as, with a see breeze likely to confront
us with a head wind, it’s not the time to push
your luck.

Above the Humber photo by Justin Needham
Spotting a small wispy thing I glide off whilst
Justin hangs back to see what happens. The
wispy thing works and I soon climb up the
side of it and above it, strange, in a zero. Just
above it, the shadow of my glider surrounded
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by a rainbow halo is so clear that I can see the
side wires. The cloud puffs up towards me
and my shadow melts into me as I glide off
towards goal with a 9 to 1 glide showing.
Justin is still cautious and makes his way
closer to goal via some clouds to the north.
Good air and still having a tail wind works in
my favour and the required glide quickly drops
down to 5 to1 and any fear of hitting a head
wind disappears, the bar comes in and I
accelerate towards goal, passing over Grant
Crossingham and Dave Matthews who have
both landed short, having hit the sea breeze
lower down. Into the cylinder with 1000’ to
spare I turn 180 to fly back towards Grant
who has landed in a very nice grass field with
a very sociable farmer. I am in the sea breeze
effect and now have a tail wind back again
making life easy!
A nice landing, lemonade from the Farmers
wife and what’s more, the offer of a retrieve
from Babs who is already there, it’s a
Carlsberg flight!
Total distance 100 miles and a little bit (my
first 100 miler in the UK) Total airtime just

over 4 hours, Total race time just over 3.5
hours.

Who’s a clever boy?! At Spurn Head
A great comp as it turned out. That’s the
reason I keep going back to Yorkshire!
Graham Phipps

KHPA XC league 2011
At last Mr Coad has some competition! Bill Northcott registers his intent with an out and return at
Freathy. Well done Bill, and come on all you others-let’s make a fight of this!

Paragliding XC League
Flights this month

Name

Team

total (m)

1

Pete Coad

Bulls

30.47

2

Bill Northcott

Weasels

9.40

BN
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From the Sites Guide
Reacquaint yourself with the rules and PLEASE follow them!
Site Name

Perran Sands

Nearest Town

Perranporth

O.S. Ref:

SW 762 560

Wind Direction:

W-NW

Wing Type:

HG & PG

RAF Ref:

2.024

Access: BHPA Members

Pilot Level: CP

Resident Club: KHPA

Club Contact: Graham Phipps. Tel: 01209 842877

Site Warden: Kaz Phipps 01209 842877
Site Description: Large sand dunes and cliffs overlooking a huge surf beach. Ideal for training and early soaring.
Altitude: 200 feet

Height Top to Bottom: 200 feet

How to get there: From Perranporth go NW on the B3285. At the top of the hill turn left onto the Holiday Centre approach
road. Check in at the Holiday Centre Reception Office then follow the map below.
Vehicle Access & Parking: Park in the area adjacent to the flying area.marked with posts. If this is full park in the Holiday
Centre Day Visitor car park. Remember day charges apply and clamping is rife.
Rules and Restrictions: The Management of the Holiday Centre need to control vehicles entering their property. Parking
Tickets are now required for all vehicles entering the Holiday Centre Property. Members must obtain and display a parking
ticket. Tickets will be issued at the Holiday Centre Reception Office.
The site is used for HG & PG training. Keep the launch and landing areas clear. When launching ensure you are clear in
front, above and behind. Avoid flying low in front of launch. There is a live firing range to the north. Do not overfly when a
red flag is hoisted. 100 yards to the south is the Perranporth Airfield ATZ. MAKE SURE YOU CLEAR YOUR FLYING
WITH THE AIRFIELD BEFORE YOU FLY on 01872 552266.
Do not interfere with the access or enjoyment of the public and particularly customers of the Holiday Centre on whose
goodwill we depend for continued use of the site.
Rigging Notes: Keep clear of landing and landing approach areas.
Marshalling: Use common sense and consideration for others.
Launch Notes: Watch for other pilots launching or landing or approaching to land.
Top Landing Notes: HG pilots must be aware that the site slopes toward the sea and top landing in lighter winds needs
care. On approach NEVER fly over or behind the caravans where there is sink and rotor.
Bottom Landing Notes: Easy except at highest tides but watch the wind direction along the beach.
Hazards: Sink and rotor above and behind caravans. DO NOT over fly. Watch for military helicopters operating with the
military training area to the north.
Restricted Areas: Be aware of the Live Firing Range and of Perranporth Airfield ATZ.
Airspace: This site is in a Military Low Flying Area.
XC Tips:
Met Services: Dialmet is available for RAF St. Mawgan and RNAS Culdrose.
All information is for guidance only. All pilots must make
their own assessment of the site.
Don’t Forget: Military Freephone for midweek flying.
0800 51 55 44
Red Arrows, Royal Flights and TRAs.
0500 35 48 02
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Minutes for the meeting of the Kernow Hang gliding and Paragliding Association held at St
Rumon’s Social Club on Tuesday 14th June 2011
Welcome Chairman Steve welcomed 18 members attending and opened the meeting at 8.15
Apologies. Received from Mike Cowley, Chris Whittaker, Paul and Gay and Bill Northcott
Welcome new members. South African Derek, paraglider pilot.
Monthly photo comp No photos entered.
Minutes of the last meeting Proposed by Steve Dredge seconded by Pete Coad.
Matters arising
Steve Pen Trophy Nominees were Bill Northcott, Graham Austin, Graham Phipps and Mike Clelford.
Graham Phipps won the most votes, and would have been awarded the prestigious trophy, if he had
remembered to bring it to the meeting!
Glen’s incident Glen passed on the message that his incident wasn’t as reported in the last
minutes, he said that he wasn’t doing wingovers, and only had a small amount of speed bar on. He
wanted to
Remind everyone that this sort of accident can happen easily and quickly, so they should be aware
and prepared for such occurrences at all times.
Pilot Exam Lectures Chairman Steve said several people had shown an interest in these lectures,
so he would set about arranging some, and reminded anyone else interested to let him know.
Devon Club Competitions Chairman Steve said he had contacted South Devon about some
“friendly” competitions, and they had shown an interest, so he would investigate arranging one
further.
Regular reports
Competitions: Pete Coad reported on the Joint Services competition on which he blagged himself
an entry. It was mostly blown out, but they did manage a couple of tasks, and depending on the
scoring system, he came either first or second. He would thoroughly recommend the competition to
anyone who can get themselves invited, as you pay your entry fee, then everything, including
accommodation, meals, transport and retrieves, even packed lunches, are provided.
He also reported on the Yorkshire round of the BOS, in which there were three tasks flown, including
one where, by his will power alone, he summoned up XC conditions from a miserable, rainy
afternoon, and another where he set a 100 mile race to goal, and four gliders made it, with several
others tantalisingly close. And to make it even more successful, local hero Graham Phipps won the
100 mile task, the whole competition, and is currently leading the series.
Pete also reminded everyone that the Mid Wales round of the BOS is being held from 29th June to 3rd
July, and his offer of coaching for anyone who cares to go still stands.
Club Flying: It was reportedly very thermic on several occasions at Perranporth, and Pete Coad had
had some thermal fun at Godrevy.
CHAPS training: Graham reported another busy month, including nine hang gliding hill conversions
completed, including Michel K. So watch out!
Incidents: Barry Hobbins admitted having an incident at Perranporth, where his landing approach
took him too far downwind, he tried to turn back into wind too tight, and spun into the ground. He
said there was no major damage, but he was bruised and chastened.
There was also a major incident at Truro School on Saturday 11th June. Patrick and Kat Buxton had
their marriage blessed in the school chapel. Reports suggest there was no major physical damage
but the happy couple looked blissfully happy!
GoPro camera: Taken by Andy Rogers.
Other business
Mike Cowley sent a message asking people to warn him if they were intending his party the
following Saturday, presumably so he could lock up his valuables.
Nigel W said new, improved, non-delaminating versions of his emergency cards are available now.
Adi C said thank you to all the coaches for their help and tolerance in his formative hours.
Andy R asked whether we could have an agreed club radio frequency, so it was agreed to use
143.75
As the general frequency to use when club flying.
Steve M reminded everyone to be considerate of other flyers, especially at Perranporth, and not rig
in inconvenient places, such as the middle of take-off.
Raymond asked everyone if they had found his super cool special sunglasses, as he had mislaid
them.
There being no further business the meeting closed at 9.40
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